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A necessary and sufficient condition for attaining capture in pursuit and evasion 
problems described by nonlinear differential equations are presented. It is shown 
that the "epsilon technique" developed by A. V. Balakrishnan for computing optimal 
control can be applied for solving the pursuit and evasion problems. The existence of 
the solution for the epsilon problem is proved, and the relation between the original 
pursuit problem and the epsilon problem is shown. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we shall discuss pursuit and evasion problems related to a max-min 
problem first considered by Kelendzheridze [1]. A necessary and sufficient condition 
for attaining capture will be presented, on the basis of an inclusion relation between 
two attainable sets of a pursuer and an evader. The "epsilon technique" which was 
developed by A. V. Balakrishnan [2 and 3] for computing optimal control will be 
applied for solving the pursuit and evasion problems. The advantage of the epsilon 
technique lies in the fact that the optimization problem containing differential equation 
constraints can be reduced to a nondynamic optimization problem. It will be shown that 
the solution of the pursuit and evasion problems described by differential equations 
can be obtained by solving a nondynamic sup-inf problem. The existence of the 
solution of the epsilon problem is proved, and the relation between the original pursuit 
and evasion problem and the epsilon problem is shown. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Let there be two players, the one called pursuer and the other called evader. The 
states of the pursuer and the evader at any time t, 0 ~ t < 0% are represented by 
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m-dimensional vectors x(t) and y(t), respectively. The dynamics are given by the 
following differential equations: 
dx(t)/dt = f(x(t) ,  u(t), t); x(0) = x o (1) 
and 
dy(t)/dt = g(y(t), v(t), t); y(0) = 3'o, (2) 
where x 0 and Yo are initial states of the pursuer and the evader, respectively. 
Let U be a nonempty compact subset of an r-dimensional Euclidean space R r, 
and let V be a nonempty compact subset of an s-dimensional Euclidean space R s. 
The control u(') of the pursuer is said to be admissible if u(.) is measurable on [0, T] 
and for each t ~ [0, T], 
u(t) ~ U. (3) 
Let $2, denote the set of admissible controls of the pursuer defined on [0, T]. 
Analogously, the control v(.) of the evader is said to be admissible if v(.) is measurable 
on [0, T] and for each t ~ [0, T], 
v(t) ~ v. (4) 
Let ~ denote the set of admissible controls of the evader defined on [0, T]. 
For the functions f and g, the following assumptions will be made: 
ASSUMPTION l. The function f (x,  u, t) is continuous on E m • U • [0, 7"] and 
continuously differentiable in x. Similarly, the function g(y, v, t) is continuous 
on E m • V • [0, T] and continuously differentiable in y. 
ASSUMPTION 2. There exists a positive constant c such that 
[x,f(x, u, t)] ~ c(1 + II x J]*) 
for all x 6 E m, u E U, and t e [0, T], and that 
[y, g(y, v, t)] ~< c(l + t] Y [[~) 
for all y ~ E m, v a V, and t ~ [0, T], where [., .] denotes the inner product. 
(5) 
ASSUMPTION 3'. The set f(x, U, t) defined by 
f(x, U, t) = {f(x, u, t) : u ~ U} (6) 
is convex for every x and t ~ [0, T]. 
With Assumptions 1 and 2, for each u E g2~, (1) has a unique solution uniformly 
bounded on [0, T] which will be denoted by x(., u), and for each v ~/2v, (2) has a 
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unique solution uniformly bounded on [0, T] which will be denoted byy(', v) [4 and 5]. 
Let Ax(T, xo), or in short A,(T), denote the attainable set of the pursuer defined by 
A~(T, Xo) -= x o + f(x(t, u), u(t), t) dt : u(') e ~ . 
0 
(7) 
In the same manner, the attainable set of the evader, denoted by Au(T, Yo) or A,(T), 
is defined by 
A~(T, yo) = ly o + f~g(y(t, v), v(t), t)dt: v(.)~Q~l. (8) 
Under Assumption 3', the attainable set Ax(T ) of the pursuer turns out to be compact 
[4 and 5]. 
Now, let ~r be an n • m (n ~ m) matrix corresponding to the orthogonal projection 
from R m onto an n-dimensional linear subspace. We say that the capture is attained 
from the initial states x 0 and Y0 if, no matter what admissible control may be chosen 
by the evader, the pursuer can choose an admissible control corresponding to the 
evader's control such that 
F] Trx(T) -- 7ry(T)[[ ~ 3 (9) 
for some finite time T, where 8 ~ 0 is a given constant. Let Bx(T ) and B~(T) denote 
the projections of the attainable sets A~(T) and A~(T) into the n-dimensional linear 
subspace, i.e., 
B~(T) = rrA~(T) = {wx: x e A~(T)} C Rn, t (10) 
Bu(T ) ~rA~(T) = {Trx xeA~(T)}CRn.} 
Let ~qa denote aclosed sphere in R n of radius 8 about he origin, i.e., 
$8 = {x~R" : llxll ~< 3}. (11) 
Then, it is clear that the capture can be attained if and only if there exists a finite 
time T ~ 0 such that 
B,(T) + S~D B~,(T). (12) 
3. ATTAINABILITY OF THE CAPTURE 
Let ~/be an arbitrary point of E n. The distance between a point ~7 and a set Bx(T ) 
is defined by 
p(~, B.(T)) = inf {llv - Ell: ~B~(T)}.  (13) 
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Further, let us define an asymmetrical distance between two sets Bv(T) and Bx(T )
as follows: 
p*(Bu(T), B,(T)) = sup {p(V, B~(T)) : n 6 By(T)} 
= sup inf [[~--~[1. (14) 
n~Bv(T) ~eBx(T) 
By using the asymmetrical distance between the attainable sets of pursuer and evader 
in R n, the necessary and sufficient condition for attaining the capture is obtained. 
THEOREM 1. Under Assumptions 1, 2, and 3', the necessary and su~cient condition 
for attaining the capture is that the relation 
p*(Bv(T),Bx(T)) = sup inf t[~ -- ~l[ 
neB~(T) ~Bx(T ) 
= sup inf II ~ry -- *rx II ~< ~ (15) 
yeA~(T) x~Ax(T ) 
holds for some finite time T. 
Proof. To prove the necessity, let us assume that the relation 
B~(T) + • D B,(T) (12) 
holds for some finite time T. The above relation implies that for all V E Bv(T) there 
exists a ~r ~ Bx(T) such that 
l i t -~11 ~<& 
Therefore, it follows that 
inf 1[ ~7 --  ~ I[ ~< 8 for all ~7 s Bv(T ). (16) 
~Bx( T) 
Hence we obtain 
sup inf I[~7--r ~<8. 
~B~(T) ~Bx(T) 
For proving the sufficiency, let us assume that there is a point ~ ~ Bv(T) such that 
6 B~(T) + ~qs. Since the set B~(T) is compact, it follows that 
P(Cb B~(T)) = inf {[[ r  ~: [] : ~ ~ B~(T)} > 3. (17) 
Therefore 
p*(B,,(T), B~CT)) >~ p(~, B,(T)) > & 
This is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
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4. APPLICATION OF THE EPSILON TECHNIQUE 
Now, the problem has been reduced to computing 
sup inf tl n - ~ II =- sup  inf [17rx -- try [1. (18) 
~Bu(T) ~eBz(T) yeAu(T) x~Az(T) 
Since the sets _/I~(T) and d~(T) are the attainable sets, most known methods for 
computing Eq. (18) will involve the solution of the dynamic equations (1) and (2) 
as an essential step. 
If the epsilon technique [2 and 3] is applied, however, Eq. (18) can be computed 
without solving the dynamic equations. Thus we formulate a nondynamic problem 
for fixed E' > 0 and E" > 0. We seek a sup-inf of the following functional, the time T 
being fixed, 
hz(,' , ,"; x, u; y, v) = II rrx(T) --  ~ry(Z)tl 
1 r 
+ ~ fo II 2(t) - f (x ( t ) ,  u(t), 0112 dt 
2d' II p(t) -- g(y(t), v(t), t)II 2 dt, (19) 
o 
over the class of absolutely continuous state functions x(') and y(.) satisfying the given 
initial conditions, and over the class of control functions u(.) and v(') subject o 
u(t) e U and v(t) 9 V for each time t 9 [0, T]. It will be shown in Theorem 3 that the 
solutions of this problem approximate as closely as desired the original sup-inf 
problem (18) for sufficiently small e' and d'. The epsilon problem can be solved 
computationally in many ways, e.g., by use of the gradient method, or Rayleigh- 
Ritz procedure, or Newton-Raphson method, or the combination thereof [3]. 
Now let us formulate the epsilon problem more exactly. Let X a be the class of 
absolutely continuous functions x(.) over [0, T] subject to x(0)= x0, with the 
derivative square integrable over [0, T]. Likewise, let Y1 be the class of absolutely 
continuous functions y(') over [0, T] subject o y(0) = Yo, with the derivative square 
integrable over [0, T]. Let us define product spaces X and Y by 
X ---- X 1 x ~u,  Y = Yx • ~9~. (20) 
We introduce new notations defined by 
4'(') = (x(.), u(.)), ~b(.) = (y(.), v(.)), , = (E', d'). (21) 
Further let us define subsets of X and Y, respectively, by 
P = {4(.) = (x(., u), u(.)) : u 9 C X, 
(22) 
E = {r = (y(', v), v(')) : v 9 I2,} C Y, 
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where x(., u) and y(-, v) are solutions of the differential equations (1) and (2) corre- 
sponding to controls u ~ I2, and v e ~2~. By using the notation (21), Eq. (19) can be 
abbreviated as 
hr(,', ,"; x, u;y, v) ---- hr(,; $; ~b). 
For proving the existence of the solution of the epsilon problem, we shall make 
another assumption: 
ASSUMPTION 3. The setsf(x, U, t) andg(x, V, t) defined by 
f(x,  U, t) = {f(x, u, t) : u ~ U}, g(x, V, t) = (g(x, v, t) : v ~ V} (23) 
are convex, respectively, for every x and t. 
Concerning the existence of the solution of the epsilon problem, we obtain the 
following theorem. The way of proving the theorem follows Balakrishnan [3] and 
Choudhury [6]. 
THEOREM 2. Let us denote the sup-inf of Eq. (19) by hr(~', ~") or hr(*), i.e., 
t u .  . hr(~ ) = hr(E, e") = sup inf hr(,' , E, ~b, ~b), (24) 
r r 
where the terminal time T is fixed. Let the sets U and V be compact. Then, under 
Assumptions 1, 2, and 3, the sup-inf is attained for each ~' > 0 and ~" > 0; i.e., 
there exist •0 ~ X and 4P ~ Y such that 
hr(d, e") ~-- sup inf hr(d, ,"; •; ~b) 
CeY r 
= hr(,', ,"; ~0; ~b0). (25) 
Proof. Let {x~(.), u~(.)} be a minimizing sequence for (19), ~b being fixed. It can 
be shown that the sequence x~(.) is equibounded and equicontinuous [2]. Hence, 
using an appropriate subsequence, we may take x~(.) to converge uniformly to an 
absolutely continuous function x~ E X 1 . Also it can be shown that ~,(.) converges 
weakly over L2(0, T) to ~o(.) as in [2]. Now, as in Choudhury [6], let us define ~(-) 
by 
~,~(.) _~ xl(') + "'" + x,,(.) (26) 
n 
Then, since ~n(.) converges weakly to ~o(.), by the Mazur Theorem [7], it follows that 
xn(') converges strongly to ~o(.). Also ~n(.) converges uniformly to x~ 
By the convexity assumption (Assumption 3), there exists a fin(t) E U such that 
1 
)" f(~,(t), u,(t), t) = fC~,(t), f ,  Ct), t). 
n i=1 
(27) 
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It can be shown that {&,, un} is a minimizing sequence [6]. In fact, let 
z.(t) = ~.(t) --f(x.(t),  u.(t), t), 
On(t) = 1 s [f(xk(t), uk(t), t) --f(2n(t), uk(t), t)]. 
n k=l 
Then it is clear that 
where 
~.(t) --f(g.(t),  ~.(t), t) = O.(t) + ~%(t), 




Now let us show that L2-norm of 0.(') defined by 
II od')ll2 = t ITo ' II odt)ll 2 dtl 1/~ 
converges to zero. Since f(x, u, t) is continuously differentiable in x, the admissible 
controls are uniformly bounded, and x.(.) and 2,(') converge uniformly to x~ 
it follows that for arbitrary number ~ > 0 there is an integer N such that if k > N, 
then 
[If(xk('), uk('), ") --f(x~ uk('), ")112 < ", 
(30) 
llf(~k('), uk('), ") --f(x~ uk('), ")tl5 < .. 
Now it follows that 







II f(xk('), uk('), ") -- f(x~ uk('), ")112 
tl f(xN+n('), uk('), ") - -  f(x~ uk( ' ) ,  ")112] / 
< ~ IIf(xk('), uk(-), .) - fCgs+.( ' ) ,  uk(.), ")112 + 2n~ . (31) 
Letting n --~ 0% we can conclude that 
lim II 0d')lt2 = 0. (32) 
n~co 
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From (29) and (32), we obtain 
lim II ~.(') - f (~ , ( ' ) ,  g,('), ")112 = lirn II ~,(')lh 9 (33) 
Since z~(.) converges weakly to z~ say, ~( . )  converges strongly to z~ Hence 
lim II = II z~ lim II z.(')llm. (34) 
Inequalities (33) and (34) show that fin = {g~, g~} is a minimizing sequence for 
hr(E; ~b; ~b), ~b being fixed. Thus, we obtain 
inf hr('; 4; ~b) = n~lim hr(,; x~, u~ ;~b) 
= lim hr(,; x ~ g, ; ~b). (35) 
The existence of an ordinary control that attains the infimum may be proved 
using the Blackwell theorem [8] on the range of a vector measure and the Filippov 
lemma [4] as in Balakrishnan [3] and in Neustadt [9]. Now, since the function 
1, F(t, u) = ~ II x~ --f(x~ u, t)ll m 
is continuous in both variables and the set U is compact, the set defined by 
F(t, U) = {F(t, u) : u E U} 
is compact. Hence, by the closure property of the range of vector integrals as proved 
by Blackwell [8], the set 
l f~ a(t) dt : a(t) ~F( t, U) I 
is closed. Therefore, by the same argument as in Blackwell [8] and in Neustadt [9], 
there is a measurable function a(.) such that 
f rF(t, ~n(t)) dt --~ a(t) dt, a(t) 6F(t, U) for every t 6 [0, T]. 0 n-)oo 0 
By the Filippov lemma [4], there is an admissible control u~ such that 
a(t) = F(t, u~ a.e. in [0, T]. 
Thus, we obtain that there is an admissible control u ~ ~ $2 u such that 
lira hr(,; x ~ ~. ; ~) = hr(,; x ~ u~ ~) 
= inf hr(~; r ~b). 
4,ex 
(36) 
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Since x ~ and u ~ are dependent on the value of y(T), we write them as x~ 
and u~ ., y(T)). Further let 
r176 = (x~ ., y(T)), u~ ., y(T))). 
Then 
inf hr(e; 4; ~b) = hr(,; r 4) 
r 
=- ]l ~rx~ T, y(Z)) -- ~y(Z)ll 
1 T 
+ ~ f.  I1 e~ t, y(T)) --f(xO(t, y(T)), uO(t, y(r)), t)ll ~ dt 
2d' II jJ(t) - g(y(t), v(t), t)[3 dt. (37) 
o 
If we define a function ~r by 
If II ~(t) - f (x ( t ) ,  u(t), t)ll ~ dt, (38) 9 r(g; x, u;y(T)) = [[ ~rx(Z) -- 7ry(Z)ll + ~ o 
then Eq. (37) can be rewritten as 
t! = t tt V )  infhr( , ' , ,  ;4; 4) hr( e ," ,r176 
4~X " 
= *r(E'; x~ -, y(T)), u~ ", y(T)); y(T)) 
1 fT 
2d' [] p(t) -- g(y(t), v(t), 01/2 &. (39) 
o 
Let {y,(.), vn(')} denote a maximizing sequence for Eq. (39). In the same way as 
before, we may take the sequence y,(.) to be converging uniformly to an 
absolutely continuous function yO(.) e Y1 9 Let us define another maximizing sequence 
{y, ,  ~Tn} such that 




.~1g(37.(t), vi(t), t) = g(y.(t), g.(t), t), g.(t) e V. n 
For fixed 37n(T), since ~~ = (x~ u~ attains the infimum 
of q)r(E'; x, u; 37.(T)), it follows that 
qSr(e'; x~ y.(T)), u~ -, 37.(T)); 37n(T)) ~ (~T(r ; X0( ", yO(T)), u~ yO(T)); 37.(T)). (41) 
Since it holds from Eq. (41) that 




lim hr(,; 95~ Y,, ~7,) ~< lim hr(,; 95~176 y,  ,~n). (43) 
Since Yn(') converges strongly to po(.), and yn(.) converges uniformly to yO(.), it follows 
that 
lim hr(,; 95~176 Yn, ~7~) = lim hr(,; 95~176 y0, ~,). 
Thus, from Eq. (43) we obtain 
lim hr(,; 95~ :y,, e,) ~< lim hr(,; 95~176 yO, ~7,). (44) 
Since {y~(.), ~Tn(')} is a maximizing sequence for Eq. (39), Eq. (44) implies that 
lim hr(,; 95~ Yn, ~7,) = lim hr(,; 95~176 yO, e,) 
= sup inf hr(,; 95; ~b). (45) 
~Oey ~b~X 
The function G(t, v) = I[ ~~ -- g(y~ v, t)[l~/2e" is continuous in both variables. 
Therefore, applying again the Blackwell theorem [8] and Filippov lemma [4] as before, 
we obtain that there exists an admissible control v~ ~ 12~ such that 
= supper inf hr(,; 95; ~b). (Q.E.D.) (46) 
Now the relation between the solution of the epsilon problem in Eq. (24) and the 
original problem in Eq. (18) is given by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose there exist $o ~ X and ~b ~ ~ Y, which are dependent on e, 
such that Eq. (25) holds. Then 
lim,_,0 hr(') = .'..'-~olim hr(r , ,") = lim,_.o ,~vsup ~nf hr(,; 95; ~) 
= sup inf ]1 rrx -- try ][. (47) 
YEAu(T) x~Ax(T) 
Proof. hr(,; 95; ~b) is defined by 
hr(,;  95; 4,) = II ~x(T) --  ~y(T)II 
1 r + ~,  fotl e(t) -f(x(t), u(t), t)ll m dt 
II p(t) - g(y(t), v(t), t)ll ~ dt. (48) 
2~n 0 
lim hr(E; r176176 yO, ~,~) _-- hr(E; 950(y0(T)); y0, vo) 
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Now it is clear that the relation 
sup inf hr(~; 4; $) /> inf hr(r 4; $) (49) 
Ce Y 4,eX 4,~X 
holds for all ~b E Y, and e = (e', e") > 0. In particular, Eq. (49) holds for a ~b = (y, v) 
which satisfies the differential equation (2). Hence, 
sup inf hr(e; 4; ~b) 
r ~X 
1 f r  dt ] >~ ,~xinf [11 ~x(Z) - ~ry(T)l I + ~ J/0 II ~(t) --f(x(t), u(t), t)ll z (50) / 
holds for any ~ = (E', ~") > 0 andy(T)  e Au(T). By [2, Theorem 3.1] it follows that 
[ll ~rx(T) -- ~ry(Z)ll + 1, f 
T 
Jo IF 5c(t) - f (x ( t ) ,  u(t), 0[] 2 dt] lim inf 
E t--->0 
= inf [[ ~'x -- ~'y(T)]I. (51) 
xeA~( T) 
Letting E-~ 0 in Eq. (50), we obtain 
lim sup infhr(E; q~; ~b) ~ inf l[ ~rx -- ~ry(T)[I. (52) 
r $EY $EX x~Az(T) 
Since (52) holds for all y(T) ~ Au(T ), it follows that 
l imsupinfhr(E;6;~b) /> sup inf l]rrx--rryll. (53) 
e~O tp~y ckeX yEAv(T ) xeAx(T )
On the other hand, since P C X, where P is defined by Eq. (22), we obtain 
inf hr(,; 4; 4,) < inf hr(,; q~; ~b). (54) 
fSeX ~beP 
Further it is obvious that 
inf II zrx(T) -- rry(T)[] = inf [] 7rx -- rry(T)]b (55) 
~EP xeAx(T ) 
Therefore, the inequality 
inf hr(,;4; ~b) ~< inf II ~x - ~y(T)ll 
~eX xeA~( T) 
1 fT 2d' II 2(t) -- g(y(t), v(t), t)ll 2 dt (56) 
0 
holds for all E = (d, ~") > 0 and ~ ~ Y. From Eq. (56) it follows that 
sup inf hr(e; 4; ~) 
~0ey ~eX 
[ ~< sup t" inf I I ,~x- -~y(T) l t -  I lp(t)--g(y(t l ,  v(tl, tlll2dt 1 . .  . . . . .  ] (57) 
qJ~Y xeAx(T) 0 
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Applying [2, Theorem 3.I] again, we obtain 
limsup [ inf ]] ~rx -- lry(T)[] -- 1 f o ]l.~(t) --g(y(t), v(t), t)ll ~ dt] 
T 
~#--~0 [xeAz( T) 
= sup inf II nx -- ~ry 11. (58) 
y~A~(T) xEA~(T) 
Relations (57) and (58) imply that 
lim sup inf hr(e; 4; ~b) ~< sup inf 1[ 7rx -- try [[. (59) 
e~O ~Y r y~A~(T) x~Az(T) 
From Eqs. (53) and (59), we finally obtain 
l imsupinfhr(e;~;~b)= sup inf t]~rx-~rYll. Q.E.D. (60) 
~-~0 $~Y ~b~X y~A~(T) x~Az(T) 
Theorem 3 shows that the epsilon problem approximates the original pursuit and 
evasion problem as closely as desired and provides an approximating sequence of 
controls of pursuer and evader that approximates the optimum. Furthermore, 
Balakrishnan [3] showed in the particular example of optimal control problem that 
the solution may be relatively insensitive to how small E has to be. 
If for sufficiently small e' > 0 and g' > 0, and for a suitable value of T > 0, the 
value of hr(E', r is smaller than 8, then the pursuit may be regarded as attained. 
In the case where the convexity condition (Assumption 3) does not hold, by intro- 
ducing the relaxed or generalized controls as in [3, 10, and 11], we can show that 
there exist the relaxed controls which attain the sup-inf of the epsilon problem 
of Eq. (19). 
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